Power the way you work

Intelli Beam™ brings forward a new era of open plan environments. The elevated beam combines the capability of panel systems with the style demanded in today’s work and education spaces. Intelli Beam is driven by smart, modular design that powers individual workspaces and collaborative areas.

24”h Intelli Beam shown in Designer White with 18”h fabric extension kits and 12”h frosted privacy glass. Panel fabric shown in Anchorage, Green Olive. Foli height adjustable tables, 9300 mobile pedestals and Novello seating shown.
Low key, high power

Intelli Beam unites capability and style with a variety of extension kits. Height options, privacy glass and leg choices support both seated and standing work. Extension kits are available in tackable fabrics, frosted or clear glass, and laminate to blend seamlessly into existing decor.

24"h Intelli Beam shown in Designer White with 18"h fabric extension kits and 12"h frosted privacy glass. Panel fabric shown in Anchorage, Green Olive. Foli height adjustable tables, 9300 mobile pedestals and Novello seating shown.
Retreat and recharge

Intelli Beam powers flex and hub spaces where people can retreat and recharge. Expand the beam on-site with additional beam and extension kits to accommodate changes in the workplace. Pair with Global’s fixed or height adjustable tables, storage components and lounge furniture to optimize shared spaces.
The possibilities begin with the Intelli Beam starter beam kit. Customize it your way with additional beams, privacy glass and extensions. Stack beams and extension kits up to 42” above the floor; frameless privacy glass kits can be added at any height up to 54” overall. Intelli Beam is backed by Global’s Lifetime Warranty.
Build it your way

Top: 24”h Intelli Beam shown in Designer White with 18”h fabric extension kits and 6”h frosted privacy glass. Panel fabric shown in Anchorage, Magenta. 2gether tables and Novello seating shown.
Bottom: 24”h Intelli Beam shown in Designer White with 18”h fabric extension kits and 6”h frosted privacy glass. Panel fabric shown in Anchorage, Green Olive. Foli height adjustable tables, 9300 mobile pedestals and Novello seating shown.
It’s in the details

Options

- Laminate end panels available in 24", 30" and 36" heights (24” shown)
- Fabric extension kits are tackable

Features

- USB duplex available in Black and White
- Duplex receptacle available in Black and White
- Optional energy chain manages power and data from the raceway to any table
- Fabric, laminate or glass extension kits available in 6", 12" and 18" heights
- Leveling glides offer 1" adjustability

Please visit globalfurnituregroup.com for additional product information including environmental certifications.

Cover: 24" Intelli Beam shown in Designer White with 18" fabric extension kits and 12" frosted privacy glass. Panel fabric shown in Anchorage, Green Olive. Foli height adjustable tables and Novello seating shown.